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This document shows a summarized explanation for a suggested surveillance system for 
airports monitoring. This system aims to live monitoring for all of the airport facilities using 
High Resolution cameras to watch the security status & to spot any breaking for rules, traffic 
regulations & the general status of the monitored areas. The system also receives video & 
sends control signals in the central monitoring & controlling room, in addition to the remote 
control rooms.

Introduction
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This document shows a summarized explanation for a suggested surveillance system for 
airports monitoring. This system aims to live monitoring for all of the airport facilities using 
High Resolution cameras to watch the security status & to spot any breaking for rules, traffic 
regulations & the general status of the monitored areas. The system also receives video & 
sends control signals in the central monitoring & controlling room, in addition to the re-
mote control rooms.

GenerAl deScription of 
the SyStem

- High resolution cameras of 14 & 20 
mega pixel Real-Time are used to moni-
tor airport facilities.

- Panoramic cameras up to 200 mega 
pixels are used to provide panoramic 
overview up to 360 degrees at the run-
ways & outdoor areas.

- Each camera is equipped with infra-
red for night illumination.

- Live video is being sent via a fiber-op-
tics or wireless network to the central 
control room.

- Video streams are stored in the cen-
tral control room.

- Central control room can be connect-
ed to remote control rooms in/outside 
the airport.
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*High resolution cameras of 14 & 20 mega pixel Real-Time
are used to monitor airport facilities.

*Panoramic cameras up to 200 mega pixels are used to 
provide panoramic overview up to 360 degrees at the 
runways & outdoor areas.

*Each camera is equipped with infrared for night illumination.

*Live video is being sent via a fiber-optics or wireless network 
to the central control room.

*Video streams are stored in the central control room.

*Central control room can be connected to remote control
rooms in/outside the airport.
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General Description of the SystemfeAtureS & operAtion of uSed SyStemS



SAmpleS of pictureS of hd cAmerAS6

Samples of Pictures of HD Cameras
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fAce recoGnition SyStem
It includes automatic system for faces recognition because of the HD pictures cameras 

produce. Photos of people can be shot & sent to facial recognition system & then search in 
data base of the person in the photo.
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*It includes automatic system for faces recognition because
of the HD pictures cameras produce. Photos of people can be
shot & sent to facial recognition system & then search in data
base of the person in the photo.

Face Recognition System

recordinG procedure & mAnAGinG Security SyStem
System consists of several recorders & an advanced management NVR that uses IP Based. 

It compresses the video using JPEG2000 tech, which is Servers that receive videos digital 
signals from cameras store it, archive it, in addition to live/recorded videos display functions 
& searching for recorded incidents.

The system displays an interactive, electronic map of sites, so the video can be displayed 
from the cameras simply by a mouse click on the camera location. Cameras adjustment is 
possible as well as all the correspondent units from the control room.
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System consists of several recorders & an advanced management NVR that 
uses IP Based. It compresses the video using JPEG2000 tech, which is Servers
that receive videos digital signals from cameras store it, archive it, in addition 
to live/recorded videos display functions & searching for recorded incidents.

The system displays an interactive, electronic map of sites, so the video can be 
displayed from the cameras simply by a mouse click on the camera location. 
Cameras adjustment is possible as well as all the correspondent units from the 
control room. 

Recording Procedure & managing Security System 



video AnAlySiS SyStem
The system contains a video analysis system that automatically warns against any viola-

tion. For Example:
• Belongings left with no owner.
• Entering a restricted area.
• Destruction of buildings
• Congregation in a specific location
And when a warning is made, a signal is sent to the control room, a picture is displayed 

for the operator & the camera location is shown on the interactive map.
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The system contains a video analysis system that automatically 
warns against any violation. For Example:
• Belongings left with no owner.
• Entering a restricted area.
• Destruction of buildings
• Congregation in a specific location
And when a warning is made, a signal is sent to the control
room, A picture is displayed for the operator & the camera 
location is shown on the interactive map.

Video Analysis System

cArS plAteS reAdinG SyStem Anpr
it includes an automatic system that reads cars plates:
Plate of a violated car is read & sent by the system to the relative department to state the 

violation.
Violation involves traffic lights violation, exceeding speed allowed limits, etc. Reported 

stolen cars plates can be spotted & pictured automatically.
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*It includes an automatic system that reads cars plates:
Plate of a violated car is read & sent by the system to the 
relative department to state the violation.
Violation involves traffic lights violation, exceeding speed allowed
limits, etc. Reported stolen cars plates can be spotted & pictured 
automatically.

Cars Plates Reading System ANPR



control room componentS

followinG: control room componentS

control center Server
The main server manages all TV monitoring op-

erations, all work stations functions & also make co-
ordination between other servers that does various 
functions.

nvr Server
 It does the recording & archiving of the video, 

watch cameras signals & ensure its quality & manag-
ing storage space.

video wAll Server (optionAl)
It displays several cameras on one large monitor 

separate from the users monitors. It can also be pro-
grammed to interact with warnings.

client workStAtion
It consists of a computer loaded with required  software for controlling the monitor-

ing system including all its functions; live monitoring, displaying & recording. Station is 
equipped by keyboard, joy stick to ease dealing with the system.
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Control Center Server

 The main server manages all TV monitoring operations, all
work stations functions & also make coordination between 
other servers that does various functions.

NVR Server

It does the recording & archiving of the video, watch 
cameras signals & ensure its quality & managing storage 
space.

Video Wall Server (Optional)

It displays several cameras on one large monitor separate 

from the users monitors. It can also be programmed to 

interact with warnings.

Control Room Components
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A very high resolution video images & the most possible small storage size is produced 
by the use of JPEG2000 Compression technology.

User can determine a specific part of the camera image to zoom-in using the intelligent 
zoom method “Sen-Zoom” feature to see little details clearly & be able to recognize people 
& cars plates.

fixed hiGh definition cAmerAS4
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Fixed High Definition Cameras
 A very high resolution  video images & the most possible small storage size is
produced by the use of JPEG2000 Compression technology.

 User can determine a specific part of the camera image to zoom-in using the 
intelligent zoom method “Sen-Zoom” feature to see little details clearly & be able
to recognize people & cars plates.

mAin benefitS of monitorinG by fixed hd cAmerAS of SenSortec
- Wide Range of Control Regular TV/Cameras circles may fail to monitor some cases of law

breaking because of the limited range they have, while a crime might have happened out 
of their range.

- No requirement of Operator As it is in mobile cameras, the HD camera is able to increase
any part of the photo even after recording.

- A minimum Nr. Of Cameras is used which makes maintenance easy & saves on the fiber-
optics.

- High Definition Allows an adequate vision that enables identifying facial features, cars
plates & other important details that helps identifying the person who broke regulations.

- Complete Recording of entire vision range HD camera covers 5 times more than mobile
cameras & more in detail, without omitting any part of the picture.

- Impossibility of mechanical breakdowns due to heavy usage, as it happens with mobile
cameras.

- Works in low light circumstances or none at all, using infrared.

benefitS
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Samples of Pictures of HD Cameras

SAmpleS of niGht photoS tAken 
by mobile cAmerAS enhAnced with lASer



SyStem feAtureS

The system & all its components oper-
ates on internet using protocol IP Based.

Possibility of adding unlimited num-
ber of subsidiary control units.

System allow usage of interactive 
maps that responds “according to preset 
rules” to any warning by determining the 
warning area & displaying its video.

Continuous development for all sys-
tem programs to ensure its effectiveness.

High level of dependency that guarantees stability of system’s functionality.
Display & record high quality video according to latest coding systems.
Full record of all system components.
Customize authority of users to match the need.
It is easy to use the system & to control all factors. Possibility of attaching other systems 

making few modifications.
The system interacts in response to incidents.
All system’s components are capable of resuming work normally after electricity is back.
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System Features
The system & all its components operates on 
internet using protocol IP Based.
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Applications:
• Airport / Runway Monitoring
• Border Area Monitoring
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